GERMANY MAY BE UNABLE TO MEET NEXT REPARATION PAYMENT

JAPAN WILL HAVE HARD ROW TO HOE DURING CONFERENCE

DIPLOMATS TAKE UP TASK OF HELPING THEIR NATION FIND ITS PLACE IN WORLD

Nipponese Delegates Said to Be Ready to Submit Her Case Frankly to Representatives of Powers Who Will Assemble at Washington Industrial Situation Causing Unrest, Claim.

Washington, Nov. 6.—(By The Associated Press.)— has arisen out of the opening of the armament conference with a critical political situation at home, with a national economic situation, causing her leaders apprehension, and with her relations with foreign powers, particularly the United States.

On Tuesday afternoon, the Japanese delegation were visited by Secretary of State Kellogg.

MINISTER OF FINANCE HINTS AMERICA COULD SAVE NATION FROM RUIN

Stabilization of Mark Is Impossible, Says Dr. Dernburg in Discussing Economic Situation of Country; Industrial Concerns Asked to Come to Government's Assistance.

Berlin, Nov. 6.—(By The Associated Press.)—Dr. Bernard Dernburg, who has held the post of finance minister, discussing the German economic situation in the Tagblatt and outlines a plan which he declare is the only way to save Germany from financial ruin and "the rout of the world from wage slavery and business instability." His plan embraces the following points:

1. That the United States grant the country's foreign credits at 5 per cent interest.
2. That the United States grant Germany a five-year moratorium on reparations.
3. That the United States grant Germany a loan of $2,000,000,000.

SECRET WERE ONE FAULT OF PARLEY, CLAIM

Tardieu Says Wilson's Speech Not Understood by Public.

French Captain Tells How Peace Remarks Angered Premier.

IN SCENES FROM WASHINGTON

Main Event of the Day Will Be the Armament Conference,预定 to Open Monday morning.
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PEACE SETTLEMENT HINGES ON ATTITUDE ADOPTED BY ULSTER

Political Situation in England and Ireland in Regard to Irish Problem at Critical Stage; London Papers Discuss Situation.

London, Nov. 6.—Storm clouds, in the form of a threatened Irish in the Irish peace negotiations, are ominous on the British political horizon, and whether they break depends upon the attitude Ulster adopts toward the parliaments now going on in the capitals of the Irish Free State and the government. This is the almost unanimous opinion of the Sunday papers, which believe that the Irish authorities have made efforts to forecast the result.

FOREIGN DELEGATES CONTINUE TO FLOW INTO WASHINGTON

Netherlands Representative Greeted by Hughes. French Delegation Due Monday.

Washington, Nov. 6.—Work for permanent international peace is being extended with even greater appreciation than ever as the list of nations represented at the Hague conference continues to grow, and as the deliberations of the delegates become more and more definite.

MINISTRATION OF THE SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS

Savings Institution. A Report of the savings institutions for the month of September is being received by the Federal Reserve Board. This report is expected to show a continued increase in the number of depositors and volume of savings in the institutions.
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